MAKE CAD WORK FOR YOU
YOU’VE ALREADY CHOSEN INDUSTRY STANDARD SOFTWARE.

Make it work for irrigation design with the best add-on available.

AUTODESK®
AUTOCAD®

F/X CAD 2020
You need **accurate plans**.

You need **robust capability**.

And you need your software to **just work**.
When things break, you need to be able to call someone.

EVEN IF YOU DIDN'T KNOW IT, YOU NEED LAND F/X.
Access complete manufacturer catalogs, connecting performance data with a library of thousands of symbols.
Of course, you can also use your own symbols.
CAN YOU FIND THE UNPIPED HEADS IN THIS PLAN?

Land F/X did. It highlighted the heads needing your attention – in less time than it took to read this sentence.
If you’re spending more than 2.5 seconds checking a plan for errors, you’re losing money on every single job.
Hydraulic calculations, instant quantities, valve runtime scheduling, plan colorization, and more.
IN-DEPTH WEBINARS AND QUICK POWER TIP VIDEOS EVERY WEEK.

UNLIMITED TECH SUPPORT, INCLUDING PHONE BASED.

NO EXCUSES THAT YOU DON’T HAVE THE TIME TO LEARN.
irrigation F/X
Planting F/X + Irrigation

$2,995 / license
Annual Renewal - $600
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